
Ready, Set, Summer! Easy Ways to Get Your Outdoor Space Ready for Summer 
 
 
Cringing at the sight of your outdoor space isn’t going to turn it into the cocktail party oasis you’ve 
been envisioning. It may seem overwhelming at first, but transforming your deck or patio isn’t as 
terribly difficult as it seems. With a few simple tips, you’ll be well on your way to entertaining and 
relaxing in your own backyard paradise before you can say “barbecue.” 
 
One of the simplest yet most effective additions to an outdoor area, whether large or small, is 
lighting. String lights can easily be suspended over a patio table or strung along fencing to create a 
soft, ethereal effect that’s perfect for an intimate meal or full party appeal. Additional lighting options 
like solar walkway stakes and garden rock lights can also add additional glow without becoming 
glaring. 
 
So you’re well lit, but where are you going to sit? Seating options clearly depend on the size of your 
space. In a large yard, bigger items like sectionals and full furniture sets will fulfill your needs 
swimmingly, but if you’re dealing with the dimensions of a tighter urban yard, colorful, or in contrast, 
completely monotone wicker chairs, can make an impact without encroaching on all of your space. 
Small benches bedecked with color-coordinated throw pillows can also add a perfect additional 
seating option. 
 
Speaking of pillows (and awkward segues), color-coordinated throw pillows are something experts 
agree are a must-have. The best part? Their range in price and styles is wide. For your first step, 
study your particular situation’s needs and carefully pick an anchor color. Mix and match prints, keep 
it to one hue–it’s up to you! Pillows can be used soften bench seating and provide comfort for aching 
backs, and the addition of oversized outdoor pillows provide casual extra seating when you need it 
that can be stored when you don’t.  
 
Curtains can offer both a sense of seclusion and shade, not to mention making your patio or deck 
pop with an extra dose of color. If your home features a porch, curtains are simple to suspend and 
pull shut for privacy. If your deck or patio boasts a beautiful pergola, get creative with curtains that 
can be tied back at each corner to drum up a dramatic effect. 
 
Just as pillows are a must-have for any outdoor living area, planters have a permanent home on the 
list too. Uncommon planters like an old window or door can provide a fun DIY project by attaching 
hanging planter baskets that can be filled with colorful annuals you can change for a fresh look every 
year. Other unconventional items to serve as spunky planters might include a bird bath, broken 
wheelbarrow, an old tire, even a bicycle with attached baskets can create a funky, fun look. Don’t 
worry, traditional planters still make an impact, whether a collection of monotone types of varying 
sizes or a carefully coordinated collection of mismatched ones. Depending on your personal style, 
there’s a planter for every purpose. 
 
Want to add a serene sense to your space? Get on the garden fountain train! Garden fountains can 
provide another charming DIY project, or, if you’re not feeling the do-it-yourself inclination, a quick 
visit to any store with an outdoor section will reveal a wide variety of garden fountains that are simple 
to set up and will add the same distinctly calming quality. 
 
Accents such as an area rug are another easy way to add visual appeal to your patio or deck while 
tying furniture and items such as pillows, curtains or planters together. These also vary widely in 
pattern and color, so if you’ve gone all out with patterned pillows, consider a simpler rug. Kept it 
monotone? Make the rug a real showstopper. If you’ve found the right balance of mix and match, 
strive to keep the same theme going in your rug selection for a final effect that’s inviting, comfortable 
and fun to kick your shoes off and sink your feet into. 



Don’t despair if your outdoor space seems to be going nowhere fast. With these basic tricks you can 
turn it into an area that enriches your quality of life in little time, for a lifetime. 


